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Abstract A Monte Carlo simulation of a nematic Lebwohl-Lasher
li uid crys-confined
to a cylindrical
pore is presented. We have calculated tll e ordering and the molecular orgamsation
inside the cavity for cylinders of different
size when homeotropic
radial boundar
conditions
and different anchoring
strengths are employed. We have not o iTserved escaped radial configurations
in the organisations
obtained.
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RESULTS
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FIGURE
1. The heat ca acity as obtained from MC simulation
bulk system (empty circ Pes) and of a 12 x 12 x 40 cylindrical
planar radial boundary conditions (line).
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FIGURE 2. The dependence of the standard second rank
.< P > on the Monte Carlo cycles. Three different startin
msl4 e t ii e cylinder are considered at a reduced temperature
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FIGURE 3. The order parameter < Pz >c for different cylinder sizes (enclosing lattice sizes: (12 x 12 x 40), (12 x 12 x 52), (12 x 12 x 62) and
(12 x 12 x 82)) at various temperatures.
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FIGURE
4. Transverse sections of the spins of a simulated configuration
vie)ved alon the cylinder z-axis at layer number 22, 42 and 62 for a configuration simu kated on a lattice 22 x 22 x 82 at T* = 0.6 for different anchormg
strengths, J = 1.0 (left), J = 0.5 (middle) and J = 0.1 (right).
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to
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molecules.
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The attendant

disordering

shown where the defects become,

if anything,

even less visible.
In conclusion,
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boundary

conditions
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computer

the molecular
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of liquid
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Further
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